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FREE STATES OF THE GAUGE INVARIANT
CANONICAL ANTICOMMUTATION RELATIONS

BY

B. M. BAKER

Abstract. The gauge invariant subalgebra of the canonical anticommuta-

tion relations (henceforth GICAR) is viewed as an inductive limit of finite-

dimensional C*-algebras, and a study is made of a simple class of its

representations. In particular, representations induced by restricting the well-

known gauge invariant generalized free states from the entire canonical

anticommutation relations (henceforth CAR) are considered. Denoting (a) a

state of the CAR by « and its restriction to the GICAR by «°, (b) the unique

gauge invariant generalized free state of the CAR such that u{a(f )*a(g))

= (f,Ag) by uA, it is shown that (1) a¿ induces (an impure) factor

representation of the GICAR if and only if TtA(I - A) = oo, (2) two
(impure) GICAR factor representations w¿ and w¿ are quasi-equivalent if

and only if AVl - B1/2 and (/ - A)V1 -(I- ßf2 are HUbert-Schmidt
class operators.

1. Introduction. In this work we study the gauge invariant1 subalgebra of the

canonical anticommutation relations via a simple class of its representations.

Following [13] and [4] we view the canonical anticommutation relations

(henceforth CAR) and its 17(1) or gauge invariant subalgebra (henceforth

GICAR) as C*-algebras which are in fact limits of ascending sequences of

finite-dimensional matrix algebras; in the terminology of [6] and [4] they are

examples of uniformly hyperfinite (UHF) and approximately finite (AF)

algebras respectively. We then proceed to examine the representations induced

by restricting the gauge invariant generalized free states of the CAR (see §2)

to the GICAR. Previously, many authors have studied UHF algebras in

general (e.g. [6], [11]) and the generalized free states of the CAR in particular,

as in [1], [2], [5], [12], and [13]. AF algebras (including the GICAR) are
introduced and studied in [4].2
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1 In field theory, automorphisms induced by the action of 1/(1) on the field algebra are called
gauge transformations of the first kind.

2 In [4] the GICAR is referred to as the fermion current algebra, following [9].
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The present work is motivated by [7]-[9] where C*-algebras of observables

are studied in general, and that of [1], [2], [5], and [12] in which techniques of

field theory are used to analyze the generalized free states of the CAR.

Throughout, the generalizations of the work of [6] and [11] on UHF algebras

to the AF case accomplished in [4] are taken as the starting point. The main

result of §3, a necessary and sufficient condition for a gauge invariant

generalized free state of the CAR to induce a factor representation of the

GICAR by restriction, naturally extends the results of [14]. The main result of

§4, a necessary and sufficient condition for two factor states of the GICAR to

induce quasi-equivalent representations, is identical in conclusion to Theorem

5.1 of [12], whose techniques and results are relied upon heavily.

I would like to thank my thesis advisor, Robert T. Powers. Without his

many helpful suggestions this work could not have been done. I also thank

Herbert Wilf for his statement and proof of Proposition 3.19.

2. Definitions, notation. Let % be a separable Hilbert space with orthonor-

mal basis {f„}, n = 1, 2, ..., and let 91t„ = span{/lf... ,fn). We denote by
£E(9t„) the CAR algebra over %,. As sketched below, this is constructed via

a linear mapping/-» a(f) satisfying the relations

a(f)a{g) + a(g)a(f) = 0,

a(f)a{g)* + a(g)*a(f) - (g,f)I,

for all/, g in 9il„. We denote by &(%) the CAR algebra over % the completion

of U„ #(%,), written &(%) = U„<£(91t„). This is a UHF algebra in the sense

of [6].

Setting

% = ff(9H,),   % = <2(9)t¿) n <£(9!t*_,)c,    k = 2, 3, ...,

we may choose matrix units for these algebras as follows:

«IP - a(fk)a(fkf,       e<$> = a(fk)Vk,

4ï~<fkfVk, e<g = a(fk)*a(fk),

where   Vx = I,   Vk = n*-,'(/ - 2a(fy*a(fj)),  k = 2,3,_   It   follows
straightforwardly that (1) each <$>k is isomorphic to a 2 X 2 matrix algebra, (2)

the {%}, k = 1, 2,..., commute pairwise for differing k and (3) &(9ïLn) is

isomorphic to ®£=1%, written ¿E(9HB) « ®£_i%. From (3) we conclude

(2(911,,) isomorphic to a 2" X 2" matrix algebra with matrix units
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Jfi . e(2)   .M      1 </,./,< n k = 1 n

We denote by <£°(9C) the (7(1) or gauge invariant subalgebra of &(%). More

explicitly, the mapping a(f) -* e~"a(f) is extended to an automorphism of

â(%), which we denote x,> and we define <£°(91t,,) = {x in £(91t„): x,W = *>

0 < t < 2tt). It follows that fi0(9H„) « ©£=0A/(nfc) with A/(nJt) an (£) X (nk)

matrix algebra and

0 = n!

A:! (« - k)l

(see [4]). Finally, we define &"(%) = Uflffi°(5Hn), an AF algebra in the sense

of [4].
In the sequel we will investigate a simple class of representations of &"(%)

obtained by restricting the gauge invariant generalized free states of &(%) to

&°(%) C &(%). In general, a state of &(%) is determined by its values on

monomials of the form a(fn) •••a(/1) a(gx)• • 'a(gm) since (1) a state is

linear and continuous, (2) polynomials in the a(f) , a(g) with/, g in % are

norm dense in &(%), (3) polynomials may be written as a combination of

monomials in the indicated form via the anticommutation relations. In

particular, a state w of &(%) is called a generalized free state if it vanishes on

monomials odd in the a(f), a(g) and its truncated Appoint functions (see,

e.g., [10]) vanish for N > 2; it follows from the latter property that w is

completely determined by its 2-point functions u(a(f) a(g)) and u(a(f)a(g)).

Here we consider gauge invariant generalized free states; these are determined

by the single 2-point function u(a(f) a(g)) which by linearity and bounded-

ness properties can be written as (f,Ag) for some linear operator A, 0 < A

< /. More precisely we define the gauge invariant generalized free state aA of

&(%) by the formula

"AWnf • ' • a(/i)Vsi) • • • ct(gm)) - d^det^Agj)).

We denote by co^ the restriction of uA to &"(%).

A state a of &(%) is said to factorize with respect to the {%}, k = 1, 2, ...,

or {9!L¿}, k = 1,2,..., defined above, if u(xy) = w(x)co(y) whenever x is in

%! and y is in $m, m ¥= I. Two states ux and w2 are said t0 De unitarily

equivalent, denoted w, ~ w2» if they induce unitarily equivalent representa-

tions. Two states are said to be quasi-equivalent, denoted co, ~ w2, if they

induce quasi-equivalent representations; letting II, (n2) be the representation

induced by ux (u2) this means there is an isomorphism h between the von

Neumann algebras U"x and n2 such that A(n,(;t)) = n2(x) for all x in &i%).

For convenience, we summarize some results on gauge invariant generalized

free states, giving an appropriate reference for each.
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Statement Equivalent Condition Reference

CAR

uA is a pure state A is a projection [13]

uE ~ o)F (E, F are projections) E-F is Hilbert-Schmidt class [12]

uA is a factor state automatic [13]

aA~at*B Ax'2-Bx'2 and (I-Ay11-(I-B)Xl1   [12]

are Hilbert-Schmidt class
9

GICAR
<o!J is a pure state A is a projection [14]

u°e~uo>f Tr((I - E)F(I - E)) [14]

(£, F are projections) = Tr((7 - F)E(I - F)) < oo

w]J is a factor state Tr A (I - A) = oo §3

^ 1/2 _ 51/2 and (/ _ ¿y/a _ (/ _ By/2 §4Í0, ~„ w

are Hilbert-Schmidt class

We note that nongauge invariant generalized free states are studied in [1],

[3], and [5]. For further elaboration on notation, definitions, or results we ask

the reader to consult the references, especially [10].

3. Factor condition. In this section, we wish to prove

Theorem. Let A be an operator on a Hilbert space % with 0 < A < /.

Suppose A is not a projection. Let uA be the associated generalized free state of

&"(%). Then aA is a factor state if and only ifTrA(I - A) = oo.

We note that when A is a projection, it can be shown that uA is a pure state,

as in [14, III, 1, Proposition]. Our method of attack will be to eventually apply

the following theorem.

Theorem 3.1 [4, Theorem 4.4]. Let<£= Un&n and suppose that a is a state

of & and TLU the representation associated to a by the Gel'fand-Segal construction.

Then the following conditions are equivalent:

(i) u is a factor state.

(ii) For all x in & there exists an integer r > 0 such that \u>(xy) — u(x)u(y)\

<\\Uu(y)\\ M allying.
(iii) For all x in & there exists a finite-dimensional *-algebra ® Q S, containing

e such that \u(xy) - u(x)íú(y)\ < ||IIu(y)|| for ally in <&c.

In order to use condition (ii) above, for the case & = f2°(3C) = Ur&°Ç3kr),

we will examine the relative commutant of (S0^,) in â°(%). (Here it will be

necessary to distinguish between the relative commutant in &"(%) and the

relative commutant in &(%). Thus we will use the superscripts c0 for the
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former and c for the latter.) The Lemmas 3.2-3.10 below, together with

Proposition 3.11, provide us with a useful form for &°(f$Lr)c*.

Lemma 3.2. Let 9H be a finite-dimensional Hilbert space with orthonormal basis

{/i> •••>/„}. and

*m = 2 <f,f*UÎ) - 2 *g.

Then x in <$(91t) commutes with iV(9IL) if and only if x is in <2c(91t).

Proof. First recall that (£(911) is ap Xp matrix algebra withp = 2". Letting

$, «^ be index functions such that $, \p: {1.n) -* {1,2} we define

fty " e4(l)^(l)e*(2)^2).*«(»)#»)

which is a matrix unit for éE°(91t) if and only if $ and i/< take on the value 2

(and hence 1) the same number of times, i.e., 2"=i «KO = 2/Li *(«")• Now

note

[2 c4>^,iV(91l)]   = 2 <fy 2 [/«#,*&]

= 2 c^(2 6K0 - *C0))/* = 0 ~ c^ - 0

for all $, t// such that 2/ *(') # 2/ «KO- Since any x in <2°(9lt) may be written

as such a sum, we have x in éE°(9lt)<=>[x, ./V(91t)]_ = 0. Done.

Lemma 3.3. Let % be a separable Hilbert space and 9IL C 9C a finite-

dimensional subspace. Let JV(91t) be as above, and c denote the commutant relative

to &i%). Then

£°(91t) = 6¡>(91t) A JV(9lt)c.

Proof. Immediate, from Lemma 3.2.

Lemma 3.4. Let z(<T(91t)) denote the center o/£°(9H) and <2(A/(9lt)) the C*-

algebra generated by the single element N(f$l). Then z((£0(9it)) = <$(JV(9lt)).

Proof. From Lemma 3.3 we have 0°(91L) = 0(911) A JV(91t)c. Setting

% = 911, we have c denoting the commutant relative to 0(9lt). Taking the

commutant we obtain 0°(9H)C = 0(9lt)c V JV~(9lt)cc recalling that for von

Neumann algebras Rx and R2, (Ä, A RJ = R'x V R2. By the double

commutant theorem we have N^flJ0 = #(#(911)), and since 0(911) is a

factor we conclude

<r(91t)c = {XI} V f2(A/(9lt)) = <£(A/(9lt)).
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Now tf(91t) is in 0°(91t) so &(N(<dl)) C 0O(9H); hence z((T(9lt)) = <20(9H)C

A <T(91t) = &(N(<dt)) A (£°(<DTL) = <£(W(91t)). Done.

Lemma 3.5 [12, Lemma 2.2]. Let % be a Hilbert space, and 9It C % a finite-

dimensional subspace with orthonormal basis {/t,... ,fn). Let

V=fl(I- 2a(fifa(fi)),

and let c denote the commutant relative to &(%). Then &(?fVf is generated by

the elements a(f)Vfor all f in 91t-1-.

Lemma 3.6. Let 9H and % be finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces with 911 C 91.

Let c denote the commutant relative to &(%).  Then <£0(9H)C = <$(<DILJ-)

V N(<%).

Proof. From Lemma 3.3 we have <2°(9H) « <£(91t) A N(Vl)c, and taking
the commutant we get <T(9H)C = #(9lt)c V Ar(91L)cc - #(91t)c V A(9H). By

the above lemma, we have

tf°(91t)tf - &({a(f)V,fin 91t-1}) V #(911) = f2(91tx) V AT(91t)

since V = exp(/77W(9It)) is in #(#(911)). Done.

Lemma 3.7. Le/ % be a Hilbert space and 911 C % a finite-dimensional

subspace. Let c denote the commutant relative to &(%). Then (£°(91t)c = ff(91LJ-)

V #(911).

Proof, (d) As in Lemma 3.5, for/in 9IL-1 we have a(f)V an element of

<£(9It)c C <£°(91L)C. Further #(911) and V = exp{iitN(m)) are in S°(9H)C by

Lemma 3.2. Since V2 = I we conclude such a(f) to be elements of fJ°(91L)c.

Hence &(°SlL) V #(91L) C <r(91t)c. Done.

(c) Let x be in (£0(9tl)c, and let {9l¿}, k = 1, 2,..., be an increasing

sequence of subspaces of 9C such that 911 = 91, and U„9ln = %. Certainly, x

is in &(%) — U„&(%„); hence there exists a sequence {*„}, n = 1, 2,...,

such that xn is in <2(9l„) and xn -* x. Further, for ally in #°(91t) and 8, > 0,

there exists Nx such that n > Nx implies \\xny - yxn || < ój, since multiplica-

tion is continuous. We now construct a sequence x'n,n=l,2,..., such that

x'n is in (2(9H1) V #(9H) and x!n -+ x as n -* oo. Let e,^ be a set of matrix

units for <£°(91t). Define x'n = 2/ 2* 4i)xneu^ K / < 9 < oo, 1< *
< p < oo. By construction ^ is in &(%n) and by straightforward computa-

tion, x'n is in <£°(9!t)c. Further,
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.<*)•2 2 e)\>x
i   k

ß) ex„-2 2^„^)

2 2^»-2 2e|f)x„eí{(*) < ? 2 11^*. - 4,«. B¡*)*  J*)|
Vil

.(*)!= 22 IkíMV" xnexf)W < 2 2 l.^*. - x„eg

Thus for n > A/,, we have ||xn - x'n || < p^5,. Also, since xn -* x, for any

fi2 > 0 there is an N2 such that n > N2 implies ||x — xn || < 52. We now pick

oí = e/2pc7 and 82 — e/2, and N = maxiNx,N2). Combining, we obtain

||x - x'n || < e. Thus xj, -» x as n -* oo, x'n is in éE(9l„), and denoting the

commutant relative to #(9l„) by c, we have x'n in <T (91t)c = <2(9ltx ) V A/(9lt)

by Lemma 3.6, since 911 C 9l„ and both are finite-dimensional. Finally, since

x'n -* x we conclude x in (£(91tx ) V JV(9lt). Done.

Lemma 3.8. Let 9H and % be finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces such that

9lt C 91. Let c0 denote the commutant relative to &"(%). Then tf°(9IL)c°

= <r(9ltx) V z(0°(9H)) = rr(9ttx) V N(Vl).

Proof. Since z(<£°(91t)) = #(#(911)) by Lemma 3.4, the second equality is

immediate. Now we show <r(9!t)c° = <r(9!tx) V A/(91t). Consider x in

tf °(91t)c° C £°(9!L)C. By Lemma 3.6 and the fact that z(#°(91t)) = (2(iV(91L)),

we can write x = '^¡y¡z¡ withj»,- in £(9ltx) and z¡ in (£(A/(9lt)). Letting x, be

the gauge automorphism and

1   f2*     .
a = 2r}Jo   x<dt

we note that a: (£(9lt) -» (£°(9ll) and leaves #°(91t) fixed. Hence for x in

<r(9!t)c° C <T(91t) we have a(x) = x = 2,- a(y¡z¡) - 2/ a0>,)*,> using the

fact that iV(9lt) and thus z¡ is gauge invariant. Further, since y¡ is in

£°(91LX), a(y¡) is in 0°(91tx), and we conclude <£°(9lt)c° = £°(9HX)

V JV(91L). Done.

Lemma 3.9. Let % be a separable Hilbert space, and 911 C % a finite-

dimensional subspace. Let c0 denote the commutant relative to &"(%). Then

<r(9IL)c° = <r(91tx) V z(£°(9lt)).

Proof, (d) Trivially, z(<r(91t)) C <r(9it)c°, so we need only show

<T(9ltx) C <r(9H)c°. Certainly <r(9!tx) C &"(%), and <T(91tx) C £(91tx)

C <r(9H)c. Hence #°(9ltx) C <2°(9H)C°. Done.

(C) Let x be in <r(91t)c°, and let {%k}, k = 1, 2,.... be an increasing

sequence of subspaces of % such that 911=91! and U„9t„ = 9C. Certainly, x

is in £°(DC) = Un&°(%„), hence there exists a sequence {x„}, « = 1,2,...,
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such that xn is in S°(9ln) and xn -* x. Arguing exactly as in the same inclusion

of Lemma 3.7, we may construct a sequence {x'n), n = 1, 2,..., such that x'n

is in £C(91L1) V z((2°(9lt)) and x'n -* x as n -> oo, using Lemma 3.8 to

conclude x'n is in <2°(9Il1) V z(<T(9lt)) for each n = 1, 2.Done.

Lemma 3.10. Let &°(%) - Ur£°(9ILr), w/7/i {9Hr}, r = 1, 2,..., a« wcreaí-

/«g sequence of r-dimensional subspaces of % such that U,.91Lr = 9C. For

convenience, let Nr = #(911,.). Then z(fi°(9H,)) = #(#,.) is spanned by r + 1

orthogonal projections E0,..., Er.

Proof. By a straightforward analysis of the matrix units [4, Lemma 5.2] we

have f2°(91íy) isomorphic to a direct sum of r + 1 finite-dimensional factors.

Defining Ek to be the projection on the kth such factor, 0 < & < r, we have

r + 1 orthogonal projections which clearly span z(éE°(91L,)). Done.

Proposition 3.11. Let &"(%) = Ur6B°(9ILr) w/rA {9Itr}, r =1,2,..., an

increasing sequence of r-dimensional subspaces of % such that Ur9ILr = %, and

Nr = #(911,.) as above. Let c0 denote the commutant relative to @.°(%). Then for

arbitrary y in <£0(91Lr)c° we can write

y = £*ÁtVN''dt

withy(t)ina°(^).

Proof. Let y be in <£0(91t,)c°. By Lemmas 3.9 and 3.4 we have <T(91t,.)Co

= £°(9Hr-L) V Nr; thus Nr in £°(91lr) commutes with ffi0(9Hrx). Using Lemma

3.10, then, we can write y = "Zk=0ykEk withy^ in (20(9H/). Now letting

we havey(i) in ffi°(9ILx) since they^ are. Now

eiN>' = exp(i ¿ ^)*^)A - Ó expd^O
\ y=0 /       ./—0

- Ä (# + 4P«")

and we obtain

f^At^'dt = ¿ Joy,/o2"e"*<xi (*«> + #•)A

Clearly, this integral picks out of the product the coefficient of the e'kt term.

An inspection of the matrix units for â°(91lr) shows that these coefficients are
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the central projections Ek of (£°(9Hr) above. Hence we have

f2vyit)eiN'tdt= 2 ykEk=y.
Jo k=o

Done.

In the following section, we will relate the factor condition for a given

generalized free state to properties of a particular series. We begin with some

definitions.

Definition 3.12. Given a function/(r) = 2?lo "ire'rt>we define its Fourier-

s norm, denoted || ||f, by the formula

/-co -\iA

la-few}.   .
Definition 3.13. Let a be a state of fi°(3C) = Urfi0(9Hr) with {9Hr}, r = 1,

2.an increasing sequence of finite-dimensional subspaces of % such that

11,911,. = 3C. Let JV, = #(911,) as above. We define a function P^Jf) associat-

ed with w by the formula Pmn(f) = u(ei{-Nm~Nn)t).

Proposition 3.14. Let a be a generalized free state of &(%) = U,#(91L,),

which factorizes with respect to the increasing sequence of finite-dimensional

subspaces {9lt,}, r = 1, 2,_Let x be in #0(9H„), and y be in <£0(91tm)c°, m

> n. Then \u(xy) - u(x)u(y)\ -> 0 as m -> oo // ||(1 - e")íU(0Hi _> ° «

m -» oo.

Proof. By Lemma 3.11 and the continuity of w, we have

<4xy) - u(xMy) = /* ia>ixyit)eiN°>') - <4xHAt)eiN"'))dt.

Also,

uixyW-') = dixtF-'yii)) = (oixe'^'MjKO)

and

using the factorization properties of u. Now noting e'N"' = e'(N'*-N><)'e'N"t and

combining, we obtain

«fey) - «(xMv) = //* «C^)4.ÖMw*0 - -C«)i«*0]*
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defining qx(t) = tí(xeiNnt) - u(x)o3(eiN"'). Now ^(0) == 0 and, recalling Ek, k

= 0,1.n,  to be  the  central projections  of S°(9H„) we have e'N"'

— 2£=o Eke'kl °y straightforward comparison. Substituting, we see that qx(t)

is a finite Fourier sum with highest power n. Hence, there are coefficients

ak, k = 1, 2, ..., n, such that

9,(0 = 2, ak(l - eik<).
k=l

Further, y(t) = (l/2w) S^-o^«"**» and defining u>(yp) - bp, we get u(y(t))

= (1/2t7) 2™=o bpe ipS. Substituting these into our last expression for

u(x)o}(y), we obtain

U(xy) - u>(x)»(y) - £ ( 2 V~*')(J, «*0 " *'*'))c(')dt

^m—n+k

ritt

k=\p=0    "   'JO

Jrt _ ft _ Jkt

^ £"•■*(!-«*)«

Now define 2^=0    cre    = 0 ~ «* )£w(0; the sum limit follows from the

equation

ei{Nm-K)t= ft (eft + 4V<).
l=n

Substituting and taking absolute values, we get

\u(xy) - u(x)a(y)\ =

n      m   m-n+k r2ir

2   2     2    akbpcA    e-*"e'r'dt
k=.\p=Q    r=Q      "   P     J0

n    m—n+k

2tt 2,    2    akbrcr
k=\    r=0

n m-n+k n m-n+k

<2t7 2 \ak\  2   IMIc,l<2» 2 Kl  2„ k,|,
k=l r=0 k-*l i—O

since we may assume ||y¡| = 1, and it follows that \br\ < 1. Now note n is

fixed and k < n, so m -» oo implies wi - n + & -> oo. Hence, for arbitrary x

in ffi°(9H„) and y in <2°(9ltm)c° we have \u(xy) - u(x)u(y)\ -» 0 as m -* oo if

2rrr* k,l -» 0 as m - oo. By definition, SET* krl - 11(1 - «*)4.(0IL»
and observing (1 - e**) = 2, ~o e's'il - e") we obtain

Akt- 04.WH - k2 «*(i - ^)U')

s=0

<(»-1)11(1-e*)4,,(0Il
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since k < n. But n is fixed, so ||(1 - e'O-r^Wlli -> 0 as m -* oo implies

|<o(xv) - w(x)w(y)| -» 0 as m -» oo.Done.

Lemma 3.15. Let A be a positive operator on a Hilbert space % with

0 < A < I, pure point spectrum {X¡}, i = 1,2,..., and associated eigenvectors

{f¡}, i = 1, 2, .... Let 9lt, = span{/j,... ,fr} and let (oA be the gauge invariant

generalized free state of&i%) «■ U,ffi(9H,) associated with A. Define

Prnnd) = <^(e'(M)')

as above. Then

lid -¿ouoiii - o-^).n {(i-\)+v*}
y=n+i

Proof. Recall

4.(0 - «>/(Ar--"-o -«in, Jfi + #MP)
V=n+1 /

Bty construction, uA factorizes with respect to the {911,}, r = 1, 2,..., and the
■(*) 1iV in <ft.  withe)j ' lie in <&k with

&(%) « § #(9It*+.) D &(<3lk)c = ® aA.
k=l k=\

Hence

Pmn(t)= .liM^ + e^ie^))
j=n+l

m

-   u   {(1-A) + A,e"}.   Done.
j<=n+\ J J

Definition 3.16. We define the functions Pn and x„ by the formulae

m - n w - v+yo,

X„(0 = (1 - e")W

Definition 3.17. We define the Fourier coefficients ak and yk by the

formulae

n , u+l

#0=2«*A     x„(0= 2 y*¿
A:=0 A:=0

ttl

Remark. Since x„(0 = 0 - e")í,(0, we observe
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yk — ak — ak_x for 0 < k < « + 1 taking a_x = an+x = 0.

Lemma 3.18 (change of sign). Let x„(t) = 2£=o Y*e'*' os above. Then, for

all n > 0, there is a p < n such that

(>0,      k^p,

H<0,      k>p.

Proof. By induction. For n = 1, we have

Xl = (l-e"){il-Xx) + Xxeu}

whose coefficients are 1 - Xx, 2A, - 1, -Xx, in order, and clearly

-GA,<i,

A, > ¿.

Now suppose true for x„ • We can write the coefficients in order as a„+,...,

a3, a2, ax, —bx, —b2, —b3,..., —b„_ with n+ + n_ = n + 2,p = n+, and a¡,

b¡ > 0. Since x„+i = ((1 - A„+1) + A„+1<?")x„ we can generate the x„+i

coefficients as indicated below:

-*i ~h

An+la3 An + la2 K + ial An + l*l

+a-\,+i)»a +0-W1  -a-w*. -a-N.+A
•••>0 >0 <<)•••

Figure 1.  Generation of coefficients

Hence we have the two cases

and we conclude

respectively.

\i+ifli-0- A«+i)6i{<({

Proposition 3.19. Let x„(0> í,(0 ond ak be as in Definitions 3.16 and 3.17.
77ié?h
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Proof. Recall

^„(0 - 2 «*«'*'>   X.C) - "S   Y*«*, Y* - fife - «*-„
*-o *«o

with a¿ = 0 for k < 0 or k > n. By the change of sign lemma (Lemma 3.18)

there is ap such that

yk > 0,       k = 0, 1.p-1,

yk < 0,      fc = p, p + 1,..., n + 1.

Thus,

n+l j>-1 n+l

Iba- 2 W- 2 y*-2 y*
¿=0 fc=0 *=/»

p-1 n+l

=  2 iak - ak_x) - 2 i«k - ak-i)
k"0 k=p

- {«o + (»i - ao) + ' • '+ ("p-i " V*W

-{(«, - Vi)+ (°íp+i ~ aP + ' ' * + (a» " *-») " a»}

But «p., - max0<fc<„{a^}. Hence

llxjli - 2ap_! = 2 „ngx^ajk).

Theorem 3.20. Le/ .4 6e a positive operator on a separable Hilbert space%with

0 < A < / and pure point spectrum {a,}, i* = 1,2,.... 7%e« w¿, fAe associated

generalized free state of&°(%), is a factor state i/2/Cli A,(l ~ \) = oo.

Proof. By Proposition 3.14, given ||(1 - e'O-^WIIi -* 0 as m -* oo, we

have \aA(xy) - wA(x)uA(y)\ -> 0 as m -> co for x in #0(9]t„),y in <T(91tOT)Co.

Since w¿ is continuous and the U„#°(91t„) is dense in &"(%) we may assume

x is an arbitrary element of &"(%). Now invoking Theorem 3.1, Lemma 3.15

and Definition 3.16 (relabeling the product lower limit n + 1) we conclude uA

is a factor state if ||xm Hi -+ 0 as m -* oo. By Proposition 3.19 it is sufficient to

show that maxo<fc<m{afc} -*■ 0 as m -» oo. Now note
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1   r2* «..    I       I r2"   e'kt      P

w-|¿x «*»•**!-Ix ¿w^H
< sX* i«»»!2*

by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. Further,

- m

\Pmn(t)\    = C(0^(0 =     H , {1 - 2(1 - COSOA,.(1 - A,.)}.

But, for all t in (0,2tt) and « = 1, 2,...,

2   2(1 - cos OX/0 - A,) = 2(1 - cos/)   2   A,(l - X¡) = oo
i—n+1 i=n+\

if and only if 2/=i \(1 - A,) = oo. Hence |^,„(/)|2 -* 0 as n -* oo by the

residual theorem for infinite products, for all t in (0,2ir). Finally, [£„(r)|2 ^ »

and 14„(0I -* 0 as n -» oo almost everywhere on (0,27r) so J02" \Pmnii)^dt

-* 0 as n -> oo. Thus |a¿| -> 0 as n -» oo, independent of A:, by our first

inequality. Done.

The following lemma, as modified in Proposition 3.22, will be useful in

proving the main result (Theorem 3.24).

Lemma 3.21 [Lemma 5.3,(i)]. Let uA be a gauge invariant generalized free state

of the CAR algebra &i%). Then uA is type I if and only if there exists a spectral

projection E of A and a trace class operator T such that A = E + T.

Proposition 3.22. Let A be a positive operator on a separable Hubert space %

with 0 < A < /, and let uA be the associated generalized free state of &i%).

Then uA induces a type I factor representation of(Zi%) if and only if Tr Ail — A)

<oo.

Proof. Sufficiency. Suppose uA induces a type I factor representation. By

the above lemma, A = E + T, with E a projection and T trace class. Hence

Ail -A) = iE+ T)HI -E)-T) = -ET+ Til - E) - T2

and

Tr^(7 - A) = - TriET) + Tr(T(7 - E)) - Tr(r2) < oo

since the trace class operators form an ideal in $(9C).

Necessity. Suppose Tr Ail - A) < oo. Then A clearly has pure point

spectrum, and there is an orthonormal basis {f¡),i= 1, 2,..., for Xsuch that

Af¡ = X¡f¡ and 0 < A,- < 1. Let E be the spectral projection of A projecting

onto span i{f¡: X¡ > |}). Then AE > \E and
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Tr(M - e\)=2 a (M - m) -. 2 \ + 2 (1 - \)
,- ¡ei-E        i6£

where i E £ means Af¡ «■ X,j. and \. > |, / G (/ - £) means Af¡ = \¡f¡ and

\. < ¿. Note that

X,(l - \) < min(A(., 1 - A,) < 2a,(1 - \)

follows straightforwardly from 0 < X¡ < 1. Hence

2M1-A/K   2  \+2 (i-\)<2 2\0-\)
i=l j"e/-£ /££ i=l

or Tr(A - E)< oo if and only if 2," i \(1 ~ \) < oo. Thus A - Eis trace

class or A = E + T with T trace class, which implies aA induces a type I

factor representation by the above lemma. Done.

In proving the main result of this section (Theorem 3.24) we will (a) make

use of [14, Theorem 1] where sufficiency (i.e., wA is a factor state implies

TrA(I-A) = oo) is already proved and (b) invoke Theorem 4.12 and

Lemmas 3.23, 4.10, 4.16 for the necessity argument. We now state

Lemma 3.23 [12, Lemma 2.1]. Let %be a Hilbert space and ux, w2 two factor

states of&(%). Let 9Hi C 91t2 • • • bean increasing sequence of finite-dimension-

al subspaces of% the closure of whose union is X Then the following statements

are equivalent:

(i)ux ~qu2.

(ii) For every e > 0 there is an integer n such that

imS(9H„)c-co2!(£(91l„)c|l<e.

(iii) There is a finite-dimensional subspace 91 C %such that

||Wl|a(9l)c-w2|(£(9l)c||<2.

Finally, we have

Theorem 3.24. Let A be a positive operator on a separable Hilbert space %

with 0 < A < /. Suppose A is not a projection, and let oiA be the associated

generalized free state of &°(%). Then uA is a factor state if and only if

TrA(I - A) = oo.

Proof. Sufficiency. This is [14, Theorem 1], The proof proceeds by assum-

ing Tr A(I — A) < oo, and constructing nontrivial central elements of the von

Neumann algebra associated with the representation. These are given by

exp(iTI(J£)r) where Vn = Nn - wA(Nn)I, 0 < t < 1. We note that this con-

struction is repeated, with minor modification, in [3] to which we refer the

reader for further detail.
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Necessity. Suppose Tr Ail — A) = oo. By Lemma 4.16 we can get a se-

quence of operators {Ap}, p = 1,2,..., such that

<S)0<Ap<I,
(ii) A has pure point spectrum,

(iii)|C41/2-4/2||H.s.->0asp-.oo,

(iv) ||(7 - AJI* - (7 - V/2|Ih.s. -^ 0 asp ^ oo.
Further, by Lemma 4.10 we have

(v) ||uA -«¿J ->0as/>-> oo,
with uA, a>A the gauge invariant generalized free states of &i%) associated

with A, A.. Now, by Lemma 3.23 we have uA ~aA ,p = 1,2,_But

Tr Ail - A) = oo implies uA induces a factor representation which is not type

I; since uA ~ uA we have u>A inducing a factor representation not of type I.

(Recall quasi-equivalent states induce representations whose associated von

Neumann algebras are *-isomorphic, and type is an isomorphism invariant.)

Since uA is not type I, we have Tr^(7 - A ) = oo by Proposition 3.22. Since

the Ap have pure point spectrum, we conclude the u>A are factor states of

&°i%) by Theorem 3.20. But \\uA - uA || < \\uA-uA fj -> 0 asp -» oo and

the uniform limit of factor states is a factor state; hence uA is a factor state.

Done.

We conclude this section by proving that the representations induced by

such factor states of (£°(9C) are faithful, i.e., they have trivial kerael-hence no

nontrivial two-sided ideals are mapped to zero. To do so, we use the

characterization of all two-sided ideals of &°i%) given in [4, 5.5]. We

summarize this information with a remark.

Remark. The ideals of <T(9C), denoted nIm:

(i) are generated by the factors M,n+mny

(ii) contain as a dense set all gauge invariant polynomials in a(/), a(g)*

each of whose addends has:

(a) at least m creators when ordered so that all creators are standing to

the left of all annihilators and

(b) at least n annihilators when ordered so that all annihilators are

standing to the left of all creators.

We are now ready for

Proposition 3.25. Let A be a positive operator on a separable Hilbert space %

such that 0 < A < 7 and Tr^(7 - A) = oo. Let o¡A be the associated general-

ized free factor state of&°i%), and UA the representation of&°i%) induced by

wA via the Gel'fand-Naimark-Segal construction. Then TlA is faithful.

Proof. First define. 3C0>1 = {/: Af = 0 or Af = /}. Clearly, % e %q<x is
infinite dimensional, since if not, Tr^4(7 - A) < oo. Now assume TiA is not

faithful; if so it must map one of the nIm to zero. We observe that, by (ii)
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above, „Im c pip with p ■ max(m, h) and by (i), Af^^ generates pIp.

Further, the element y = e§ • • • e[{' • 4f+1) ' ' * en is in M(2P,P) bv its

definition; hence it is in Ip. We now construct an element x in nIm such that

TlA(x) # 0. To do so, we observe that: (a) we can find 2p orthonormal vectors

{#l> ■ • • >82p) in 9C 0 3Co,l smce 'ü 1S infinite dimensional; (b) A is selfadjoint

when restricted to 91 = span({gj,...,g2p}); (c) therefore we can find

{/i,... ,f2p) which are an orfhonormal basis of 91 and eigenvectors of A, and

(d) A and I - Aare strictly positive on 9L Now we define n(fk) = a(fk) a(fk),

k = 1, ...,2p and let

* = n(fx).n(fp) • (/ - n(fp+l)).(/ - n(f2p)).

By (ii) above, we have that x is inpIp since y is, i.e., the left (right) ordering

procedures will result in polynomials of minimal degree p in creators (destruc-

tors) respectively.

Finally, letting Xx,..., \2p be the eigenvalues corresponding to/,,...,f2p

we have

»A(x) = \x>\2.vo-ViJ'G-W.o-V>°-

Thus TLA(x) # 0 or TlA(nIm) ¥= 0, giving a contradiction. Done.

In this section, we have characterized factor states of &"(%) which were

obtained from gauge invariant generalized free states of &(%). In the following

section, we turn our attention to the question of quasi-equivalence for two

such states of &°(%).

4. Quasi-equivalence of representations. In this section, we wish to prove

Theorem. Let o>A and w°B be factor states of &°(%), that is, TrA(I - A)

= Tr B(I - B) = oo. Then uA ~ o% if and only if Ax/1 - Bx/2 and (I - A)l/i

-(I- B)l/2 are of Hilbert-Schmidt class.

To do so, we will make use of the fact that ||wjj - w¿ || < 2 implies

o>A ~qu°n, by the theorem below and Proposition 3.25. (See (i) if and only if

(iv).)

Theorem 4.1 [4, Theorem 4.5]. Let &= Unân and let II, and U2 be two

factor representations of & such that ker Tix = ker n2. Let ox and w2 be vector

spaces o/rij and LT2 respectively. Then the following statements are equivalent:

(i) Ux and Tl2 are quasi-equivalent.

(ii) For all e > 0 there is an integer r such that

K M - «2Ml < £llni Mil   f°r aîl x to &er.

(iii) For all e > 0 there is a finite-dimensional *-algebra $ C & containing e

such that
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k (*) - «2WI < £llni Mil f°r al1 x in ̂ C-

(iv) There exists a finite-dimensional *-álgebra 6 C â containing e such that

Sup{|w,(x) - w2(x)|: x in 6C, ||n,(x)|| < 1} < 2.

In previous work ([12], [14]) projection states of the CAR and GICAR

algebras were successfully analysed by the device of "doubling" the Hubert

space (from % to % © X). Here, we find

■cA AV2iI-A)l/2\

^/2(/ _ ^1/2 j_A )

is a projection, i.e., EA = E*EA, and the restriction of uE (a state of

&i% © %)) to &i% © 0) is simply uA. Our. ability to analyse projection states

will suggest a method of proof.

Theorem 4.2 [12, Theorem 2.8 and Lemma 4.5]. Let E and F be projections

on a Hilbert space X Let uE and uF be the associated gauge invariant generalized

free states of &i%). Then aE ~ wF if and only ifE — F is Hilbert-Schmidt class.

Further, for EA and EB as above, EA — EB is Hilbert-Schmidt class if and only if

AV1 _ Bi/2 and tj _ ¿fl2 _(j_ 5y/2 are Hiibert.Schmidt dass.

The above theorem indicates that projections nearby in Hilbert-Schmidt

norm produce equivalent states. Hence we will attempt to construct a path

from EA to EB with an appropriate Hilbert-Schmidt continuity property; this

will give a path from uA to o>B as the following diagram indicates:

Figure 2.   Deformation diagram

where ô>, is defined to be aE, the state obtained from Et in the usual way,

a, = ùt\âi% © 0), and u°, = ut\&"i% © 0). Finally, the continuity properties

of the original path will carry over to the restriction paths, and the quasi-

equivalence of uA and u°B will follow from these. We begin, then, by studying

pairs of projections, in order to construct the desired path Et.

Lemma 4.3. Let E and F be projections on a Hilbert space. Then

if) E — F is selfadjoint.
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(ii) If E - F is Hilbert-Schmidt, then it is compact with discrete spectrum

contained in [-1, 1].

Proof. E — F is selfadjoint since E and F are, and E - F is Hilbert-

Schmidt if and only if Tr(F - F)2 < oo which implies E - F is compact,

and hence has pure point spectrum. Further

(/, (E - F)f) = (/, Ef) - (/, Ff) = ||F/||2 - »F/Il2

which implies -1 <(f,(E - F)f) < 1. Done.

Lemma 4.4. Let E and F be projections on a Hilbert space %, such that

E — Fis Hilbert-Schmidt class. Then we can write

E = E(0) + EW,       F=F(0) + F(,),

so that

(i) F<°>, E« F®, F® are projections andE^E® - B®F® - F^F®
= 0.

(ii) The dimensions of the ranges of E^ ' and F^' are finite.

(iii)||F/0>-F(°>||<l.

Proof. Since E - F is selfadjoint and compact, it follows that differing

nonzero eigenvalues of E — F correspond to mutually orthogonal finite-

dimensional eigenspaces. That is, defining %a = {/ e X (E — F)f = of)

and na = dim(9Ca), we have %a J_ 9Ca, a ¥* a', and na < oo for all « ¥* 0 in

[-1,1], Now we observe that, for all/ £ 3C±1 we have (E - F)f — ±f implies

\\Ef\\ = 1   and   HF/1 = 0,

||F/|| = 1   and   ||F/|| = 0,

respectively. That is,

j Ran£ D (RanF)1 = X¡,

' \ RanF n (Ran£)x = 3C_,,

respectively. Hence we define E^\f® as the projections on 9C+1,3C_I,

respectively, and F(0), F(0) as E - £(1), F - F(1), respectively. Since we have

split off the spaces where (E - F)f = ± /, and clearly \(g, (E - F)g)\ < 1
for all g e 9C, we observe ||F(0) - F(0)|| < 1, giving (in). Finally, by the

definitions of £(0), E(l\ F(0), F(1) and the first remark of the proof, we have

(i) and (ii). Done.

Lemma 4.5. See, e.g., [14, p. 74]. Let E® and F(0) be projections on a Hilbert

space % such that ||£(0) - F(0)|| < 1 and £(0) - F(0) is Hilbert-Schmidt class.

Then we can decompose % into orthogonal subspaces % , i = 1, 2,..., such that
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(i)(a) The %u¡ are one-dimensional icorresponding to independent vectors of

the eigenspace % of E^ - £(0)), or

(b) the %±u¡ are 2n-dimensional {corresponding to n pairs of nonzero

eigenvalues ±u¡ of E^ — £(0) with 0 < m, < 1 and n the finite multiplicity of

«,).

(ii) The projections £(0) and £(0) are reduced by the %„..

(iii) The projections E¡ = £(0)|^ and F, = £(0)|\ are

(a) rank one or zero for u¡ = 0,

(b) rank one for u¡ =£ 0.

Proof. For convenience, we reproduce the argument in [14]. For (i)(b), let

0 < |«|< 1 and suppose (£(0) - £(0))/ - uf, with / + 0. Let g = -(£(0)

- £(0) - t/7)£(0)/. This is (1) an eigenvector of £(0) - £(0) and (2) nonzero

since

(£(0) _ F(0))g = _(£(0) _ F(0))2£(0)/+ u(£(0) _ ^(0)^(0^

= -ui-E® + f(o) + uI)E®f = -ug

and

(£(0) _ F(o))f _ uf impHes E(o)f _ ^(oy + u}

implies g = -«(1 - u)f+ 2mF(0)/;

hence if g = 0, either « = 0 or F^'f = (1 - u)//2, in which case w = 1.

Since either contradicts the assumption 0 < u < 1, we have g =£ 0. Now note

that

(/,*) =-U(£(0)-F(0>-«7)£(°>/)

= -((£«» - F<°> - «7)/, £<0>/) - iuf- uf,E®f) - 0;

hence f ± g. Choosing mutually orthogonal vectors in %u¡ until the space is

exhausted, we obtain n pairs of eigenvectors, corresponding to eigenvalues ±u,

where « is the finite multiplicity of «,-. Hence 9C±U( is 2n-dimensional,

completing (i)(b). For (i)(a), we note that an orthonormal basis for the zero

eigenspace of £(0) - F(0) gives the desired one-dimensional spaces.

To show (ii) for the case 0 < u¡ < 1, we solve (£(0) - F(0))^ = u,f, for

£(0)/ and substitute in g¡ = -(£(0) - F(0) - Kf7)£(0)jÇ to obtain E(0)f¡

- i(l + «,)Ji + (l/2«,)g,- and F%, - J(l - «,)J5 + (l/2«,.)gl.. If », = 0, we
note £(0)/ = F(0)/, and thus [E(-°>\%0,F<-°>\%0] = 0. Hence the orthonormal

basis for 0C0 may be chosen to diagonalize simultaneously £^ and F™,

completing (ii).
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Finally, for (iii) we argue that for 0 < u¡ < 1 the E¡, F¡ are rank one

projections since

'   UK      '   W„

are precluded by the inequality 0 < u¡ < 1, together with (1) and (2). For

u¡ = 0, the basis chosen above consists of eigenvectors for both E®' and F®';

since they are projections the eigenvalues are zero or one, hence the corre-

sponding E¡, F¡ are rank zero or one respectively-completing (iii) and the

lemma.

We are now ready to construct a path from E®' to F®', by rotation.

Lemma 4.6. Let F(0), F(0) be as above. There is a path E¡°\ t E [-1,1], such

that E® = E®, E® = F®, and \\E¡0) - E® ||RS. -» 0 as r -* s.

Proof. For i such that u¡ ¥=■ 0, we have E¡, F¡ rank one. Hence there are

vectors h¡, k¡ such that Ran(F,) = span{A(}, Ran(F¿) = span{k¡). An easy

computation shows that for such rank one operators, ||Ff-FjHS =2

-2|(AJ,Jfc/.)|2. Since

1    ,, /„       „v2.x 1    /     ,„       „s2   v 2

IUII lift II

we have ||J?, - Fj2^. - 2«? = 2 - 2|(ä,^/)|2, and letting |(A,,*,)|2 - cos2ó>.,

we get u¡ = sino,.. As shown in the figure, we rotate k¡ into h¡ by varying the

angle from, e.g., (t + l)0(/2 -* 9¡, t E [-1,1]. Defining A:,-, in the obvious way,

we then define Eit to be the projection onto kit. Then

\K - EiX.s. = 2-2 cos2^^ = sin2^ô/;

clearly, we have £,-_! «■ E¡, EiX = F¡ and \\E¡tr - E¡s ||H s -» 0 as r -» s. Now

define

Fr(0) = £(°)|X0+    2    E„~F®i%+    2    £,.
{/:«,*0}     ' {i:u,¥>0)

Then FÍ°1) = f(°),f/0) = f(0) and

ll^(0)-^0)IIÍ,.= 2 2sin2^..

Since F(0) - F(0) is Hilbert-Schmidt, 2/-1 ",? = 2*-i sin2f?f < oo. Further,

for 0 < x < 77/2, 2x/77 < sin* < x and 4jr/772 < sin2* < x2, so

2/" 1 sin2^. < 00 imphes 2£i 02 = M < 00.
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Finally,

H*,(0) - afilas. = | 2 sin2^. < t^M -* 0

as r -, s. Done.

For convenience we state

Lemma 4.7 [12, Lemma 4.1]. Let A and B be positive operators on a Hilbert

space X Then

MV2-^1/2|lH.S.<N-5|rrR..

Lemma 4.8. Let E and F be projections on a Hilbert space X with E — F

Hilbert-Schmidt class. Define E = £(0) + £(,), F = £(0) + £(,) as in Lemma

AA.Then there are operators Et, t £ [—2,2], such that

(i) £_2 = £, £2 = F.

(ii) 0 < £, < 7.
(iii) ||£ - £,Lcj -» 0 as r -* s,for allr, s in [-1,1).

(iv) HFf - EJ*¡|H.s. -» 0, ||(7 - £/2 - (7 - Esf2 ||RS. -» 0 as r -> s,for
all r, s in [-2,1] or [1,2].

Proof. We construct paths, with the above continuity properties as follows:

f£(0>-(/+1)£(1>,      /G [-2,-1],

£,= J£,(0), f 6 [-1,11

( F® + (t - 1)£(1),       re [1,21

with £/°) as in the previous lemma, whose conclusion gives (ii). First, we note

the E, are clearly positive by definition giving (i). Now, applying Lemma 4.7

we obtain, for r, s G [-2,-1],

K1/2-^1/2IIÍ.s.<ll^-^lrrR.

= |i(5 - /■)£« IÍtr. = \is - r)\nx -* 0   as r -* s,

recalling nx to be the (finite) dimension of the range of E®. Likewise, we have

||(7 - £,),/2 - (7 - Ef%s_ < ||(7 - £,) - (7 - E,)^ = ||£, - Es\[^

= |(j - r)\nx -> 0   as r -*■ s.

The identical argument for the Fr yields, for r,s e [1,2],
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I#/2-^/2IIh.s.^0   asr^S,

\\H - Ff2 - il - Ff\s^ 0   asr->S.

Hence, we have (iii). Done.

Summary. We have a path from £ to F as shown below.

£ = £(°>+£<1>->£(°>

F = F(0) + F(1) <-F(0)

Figure 3.  Projection deformation

We are now ready to show the inherited state norm continuity. We will need,

however, the following results of [12].

Theorem 4.9 [12, Theorem 2.6]. Suppose uE and uF are pure generalized free

states 0/(2(30. Let ax = det(7 - £(7 - F)E), and a2 = det(7 - (7 - £)F(7

— £)), anda = min(aj,a2). Then \\uE — coF\\ = 2(1 — a)    .

Lemma 4.10 [12, Lemma 4.7]. Let iùa and u>B be gauge invariant generalized

free states of &(%). Suppose 0 < e < 2. Then if \\AX/2 - BX/2\\HS < e/12 and

||(7 - Af2 -(I- 5)1/2||H.S. < e/12, then \\uA - uB\\ < e.

Now we show

Lemma 4.11. Let EA, EB be projections on%®%, defined as above. Suppose

EA — EB is Hilbert-Schmidt class. We define Et as in Lemma 4.8, setting

EA = £ and EB =■ F, and a gauge invariant generalized free state of&(% © %),

w, by the formula w, = uE . Also, we define

ut - to, \&(% © 0),       <o° = u, ]&"(% © 0).

Then

(i) wl2 = uA and <o2 = uB.

(ü) ||«°r - w" || -» 0 as r -> s,for all r,s E [-2,2].

Proof. For (i), we simply observe that ù_2 = <¿E   = uE and

w_2 = w_2 \&(% © 0) = uA,      ui2 - w_2 ]&"(% © 0) = <cA.

Likewise, w2 = <o|. For (ii) we first consider r, í e [-1,1]. Then by Theorem

4.9 above, we have

llô, -ûj -H«*-«* II" 2(1 -a)1/2
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with

a = min(det(/ - (/ - Er)Es(I - Er)),det(I - Er(I - Es)Er)).

But since det(7 - A) > 1 - Tr(A) for 0 < A < / we obtain

a > det(I -(I- Er)Es(I - Er)) > 1 - Tr((7 - Er)Es(I - Er)).

By positivity of Er(I - Es)Er we have

a > 1 - Tr((7 - Er)Es(I - Er) + Er(I - Es)Er)

= l-Tr((Er-Esf) = l-\\Er-EsÍLS,

Hence, for all r, s E [-1,1], \\wr - «J = 2(1 - af2 < 2\\Er - Es\\H.s. -* 0
as r -* s, by Lemma 4.8. Now consider r, s E [—2, — 1] or r, s E [1,2]. Again

||«r - ws || = \\aEr - wEj || and from Lemma 4.8(iii), we have ||Fr1/2 - EXJ2 ||H s

-» 0 and ||(7 - Érf2 -(I- Es)l/2\\HS -* 0. But by direct application of

Lemma 4.10, these imply \\uEr - uE \\ -* 0 as r -> s. Finally, \\£>r — ûs\\

> ||ur — us\\ > ||w° — w° || by the properties of restriction. Thus ||w° — w° ||

-> 0 as r -* s, for all r, s E [-2,2], completing (ii). Done.

Of use in proving our final results in this section will be

Theorem 4.12 [12, Theorem 5.1]. Every gauge invariant generalized free state

of&(%) is a factor state. Two gauge invariant generalized free states uA and uB

are quasi-equivalent if and only if the operators Ax'2 — B1'2 and (I — A)x'2

-(I- B)1*2 are of Hilbert-Schmidt class.

We will also use the following two lemmas.

Lemma 4.13 [12, Lemma 2.3]. Suppose ux and u2 are even states of&(%) and

911 is a finite-dimensional subspace o/X Then

||Wl|ffi(9H)c-io2|â;(91l)c|| = \\Ul\&(Vl±) - w2\&(<>M;L)\\.

Remark. We note that generalized free states are defined to be even.

Lemma 4.14 [12, Lemma 4.5]. Let A and B be operators on a Hilbert space %

such thatO < A < I and 0 < B < /. Then EA - EBisa Hilbert-Schmidt class
operator if and only if the operators Ax/2 - Bl/2 and (I - A)l/2 -(I- B)xl2 are

of Hilbert-Schmidt class.

We are now ready to prove

Theorem 4.15. Let A and B be operators with point spectrum such that

0<A<I,0<B< IandTrA(I - A) = TrB(I - B) = oo. Let u°A anduB

be the corresponding factor series of &°(%). Then u° ~ uB if and only if

¿1/2 _ B\/2 Qnd (j _ ¿y/2 _ y _ By/2 are 0f Hiibert.schmidt class.
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Proof. Sufficiency. Suppose Ax/2 - Bl/2 and/or (7 - A)yi -(I- B)yi are

not Hilbert-Schmidt. Then by Theorem 4.12 above, we have uA ̂  uB, where

wA and wB are the gauge invariant generalized free states of the whole CAR,

&(%). Hence, for all finite-dimensional 9H C X we have

0) ||K-«s)|0(91t)e||=2

by, e.g., Lemma 3.23 above. Now, by Lemma 3.9, <20(9lt)c° C <2°(9ltx), so we

have

(2) UK - «¿)|0o(9it)cl > UK - ^)l^°(%1)ll

and from the definitions, we conclude

(3) UK - <4)rc^x)ll = UK - «j),*'^)» = UK - ^)|«(9iLx)||.

Finally from Lemma 4.13 we have

(4) UK - »bM^W = UK - «*)I*WCII.

since generalized free states are necessarily even. Combining (1) through (4)

gives

||K-tó|)|r(9H)Co||>2;

hence by Theorem 4.1 and Proposition 3.24 we conclude uA * aB. Done with

sufficiency.

Necessity. Suppose Ax/2 - 51/2 and (7 - A)i/2 - (7 - £)1/2 are Hubert-

Schmidt. It follows from above that EA - EB is Hilbert-Schmidt. Now we

invoke the path w, of Lemma 4.11. Recall ||w, — us\\ -» 0 as r -> s, for all

r, s E [-2,2], and w_2 = u>A, u>2 = "s- It follows that we can choose a

partition of [-2,2], say {tk}, 1 < k < N, such that tx = -2 and tN = 2 and

||w,t+| — <o,J| < 2, 1 < k < N — 1. Since the a, are restrictions of the gauge

invariant generalized free states uEi, they are likewise generalized free states,

and hence factors, by Theorem 4.12 above. Now observe that since w, = uA

and TrAil — A) = oo, a, is not type I by Proposition 3.22. But by Lemma

3.23, since \\<¿tk+1 - «,J| < 2, we have atM ~ utk, 1 < A: < JV - 1. Thus the
atk are not type I, and the positive operators At defined by the two-point

function of utk have the property that Tr.,4, (7 - A, ) = oo, again by Propo-

sition 3.22. We can then conclude, by Theorem 3.24, that w° is a factor state

of &°i%), 1 < fc < JV. Finally, we have wl2 = aA, a\ = o>B and ||w,°+i
- «• || < 2, the latter by restriction, 1 < k < N - I. Thus «• ~ w°+iíl

< k < JV — 1 and since quasi-equivalence is an equivalence relation, w°

~ af oraA — «¿.Done.
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To remove the point spectrum condition, we will make use of Lemma 4.10

and the following lemma.

Lemma 4.16 [12, Lemma 4.4]. Let A be an operator such that 0 < A < I, and

let e > 0. Then there exists an operator B, 0 < B < I, with pure point spectrum

such that Ax/2 - Bx/2 and (I - A)l/2 -(I- B)l/2 are of Hilbert-Schmidt class

with Hilbert-Schmidt norm less than e. Furthermore, the eigenvalues of B are

dense in the spectrum of A.

Theorem 4.17. Let A and B be operators such that 0<A<I,0<B<I

and TrA(I — A) = TrB(I — B) = oo. Let uA and uB be the corresponding

factor states of &°(%). Then uA ~ u°B if and only ifAl/2 - Bx/2 and (I - A)l/2

-(I- B)X/2 are of Hilbert-Schmidt class.

Proof. Sufficiency. Same proof as Theorem 4.15, sufficiency.

Necessity. By Lemma 4.16 there exist operators Â and Ê, each with pure

point spectrum, such that

U12 - ¿yi Iks. < 1/6 ll*1/2 - #12 IIhs. < 1/6,

||(7 - A)i/2 -(I- Äf'2 ||H.S. < 1/6,       ||(7 - B)X'2 -(I- Êf2 ||„.s. < 1/6.

Further, by Lemma 4.10 the associated states of &(%), w^ and u¿, have the

properties ||w^ - <o¿|| < 2, ||«s — a¿\\ < 2; hence, by Lemma 3.23, aA

~ uA and uB ~ u¿. By hypothesis and the above Proposition 3.22, aA and toB

are not type I, and therefore a¡ and u¿ are not type I by quasi-equivalence.

Thus TrÂ(I — Â) = TrÊ(I — B) = oo, which implies w^ and u¿ are factor

states of &"(%) by Theorem 3.24. Further

U12 - ^2IIh.s. - M1/2 - ¿1/2 + ¿l2 - Bx'2 + Bx>2 - J51/2 ||„.s.

<l/6 + M,/2-£1/2||H.s. + l/6<oo

by hypothesis. Likewise ||(7 - Â) ' - (I - Ê) ' ||H s < co, and by the pre-

vious theorem, wf ~ç u>\. Hence we have uA ~? w| ~fl w| ~9 uB or uA

~q toi. Done necessity, and theorem.
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